An ordinary, rules-following, perfectly average LEGO® minifigure who is mistakenly identified as the most extraordinary person and the key to saving the world. He is drafted into a fellowship of strangers on an epic quest to stop an evil tyrant, a journey for which Emmet is hopelessly and hilariously underprepared.
A free spirit who loves pushing boundaries and being creative. She has a strong, independent streak that makes her question when things are wrong. Since she believes Emmet is the “Special” from The Prophecy who’s destined to save Bricksburg, sparks have been flying between them, in spite of herself... and her current boyfriend.
ACROSS
1. Tough as nails female
2. Henchman who chases Emmet
3. An ancient and heroic wizard
4. 1980 something space guy
5. Super Hero crime fighter

DOWN
6. You build with this brick
7. He is in construction
8. Most evil of tyrants
9. Emmet is a LEGO _________

VITRUVIUS
An ancient and heroic wizard who prophesizes that a “Special” will defeat Lord Business and become the greatest LEGO Master Builder of all. He tries to teach Emmet that the key to true building is to believe in yourself and follow your own set of instructions inside your head.
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President Business is an uptight CEO who has a hard time balancing world domination with micro-managing his own life. He operates a successful business front that creates music, TV shows, surveillance systems, history books and voting machines, in addition to all dairy products and coffee. Secretly, he is Lord Business, the most evil of tyrants, who oversees a robot army and attempts to take over the LEGO universe.
This is a two player game. Take turns drawing lines between two LEGO bricks. If you draw a line that makes a square, put your initials in it and give yourself 1 point. If your square has Bad Cop in it, give yourself 3 points. When no more squares can be made, the person with the most points wins!
He makes it no secret that he prefers to work alone, since he could probably get the job done better and faster than anyone else. He lacks very little in the looks, ability or confidence departments.